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Abstract. A measurement is presented of the forward- 
backward asymmetry of the processes e+e +--*c6 and 
e+e+~bT) at centre of mass energies near 91 GeV. 
Decays of the Z ~ into charm and bottom quarks 
are identified using 6507 charged D * mesons, recon- 
structed in the decays D*+--*D~177 +, 
D*•176177177176 + and D*•176 •  
(K~zc•177 +. The c quark asymmetry on the Z ~ 
peak is measured to be 
A~B = 0.052 i 0.028 (stat.) + 0.012 (sys.). 
The energy dependence of the asymmetry has been in- 
vestigated at energies close to the Z ~ peak. Consistency 
with the predictions of the Standard Model is found. 
Combining these measurements with the determina- 
tion of the asymmetries f rom semileptonic decays, the 
following results for b and c quarks are found: 
A~ = 0.032 • 0.021 (stat.) + 0.015 (sys.), 
AbFB = 0.096 • 0.017 (stat.) • 0.008 (sys.), 
with a correlation coefficient of + 0.15. 
1 Introduction 
Within the Standard Model [1], the electroweak inter- 
action has both vector and axial-vector couplings. This 
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results in a forward-backward asymmetry, AFB , in the 
differential cross section, da /dcos(0) ,  for the process 
e+e + ~f f ,  where 0 is the angle between the directions 
of the incoming electron and the outgoing fermion, f. At 
the Born level and for a centre of mass energy ~ = 
Mzo this asymmetry depends almost exclusively on the 
weak coupling constants, v and a, of the fermions in- 
volved: 
3 2 v e a e 2 vf af  
AfB~4 4(vZ+a~) (v}+a}) '  (1) 
For centre of mass energies near the Z ~ peak the inter- 
ference between the weak and the electromagnetic inter- 
actions results in a steep rise of the asymmetry with 
energy. A measurement of the asymmetry for different 
fermion species and its energy dependence can therefore 
be directly related to the couplings in the Standard Model. 
In this paper, measurements of the asymmetry of 
the processes e+e +--*bb and e+e +-~c6 are described. 
Charged D* mesons* are used to tag c6 and bb events. 
The charge of the D * meson is closely correlated to the 
charge of the pr imary quark. The D * momentum is used 
to separate bb from c6 events. The direction of the pri- 
mary quark is estimated from the thrust axis of the event. 
D * mesons are reconstructed in the decay D *~D~ fol- 
lowed by a D o decay in the modes D~ D~ ~ 
or D~ The size of the D * sample is significantly 
increased by including partially reconstructed D o mesons. 
Compared to asymmetry measurements with a lepton tag 
at LEP [2, 3], the D * tag provides a much purer sample 
of primary charm quarks. 
* Throughout his note D * always refers to the charged D *-+. 
Charge conjugate modes are always implied 
After a short recapitulation of the basic technique for 
identifying D* mesons [4] and a determination of the 
fragmentation parameters of the process c~D *, the for- 
ward-backward asymmetry of the process e+e + ~c6 is 
extracted from a fit to the charge-weighted thrust distri- 
bution of events containing a D * meson. The energy de- 
pendence of this asymmetry is investigated for energies 
ranging from Mzo - 3 GeV to Mzo § 3 GeV. Ina  second 
step, the analysis is extended to measure the asymmetry 
in the process e+e - ~bD. Finally the results are com- 
bined with those obtained in [2] from an analysis of 
semileptonic b and c quark decays. 
2 The OPAL detector and event selection 
Details of the OPAL detector and its performance are 
described elsewhere [5]. This analysis relies primarily on 
three of its tracking devices, the vertex chamber, the 
jet chamber and the z-chambers. Of foremost importance 
for the precise measurement of invariant masses is the 
ability of the detector to measure correctly the momen- 
tum of tracks and the opening angle between pairs of 
tracks. The average momentum resolution in r -gb for 
the data used in this analysis is found to be ap~/p t = 
]/0.0202 + (0.0015 .p J (Gev /c ) )  2 , where Pt is the momen- 
tum transverse to the beam direction. The z-chambers 
together with the inner tracking chambers yield a polar 
angle measurement i  the barrel region for [ cos 0 ] < 0.72 
(0 being the polar angle) with an angular resolution of 
1.7 mrad. In the endcap region, [cos 01 > 0.72, outside 
the z-chamber acceptance, an endpoint method is used 
to improve the track measurement. When a track leaves 
the detector through the endcap, before reaching the 
outermost wire of the jet-chamber, the position of the 
last wire passed, together with the known position of the 
end plane, gives a polar angle resolution of about 3 mrad 
[61. 
To improve the polar angle resolution further, all 
tracks in an event are constrained to originate from a 
common vertex in s -z ,  s being the arc length along the 
track projected into the r -  ~b plane. This vertex is deter- 
mined with a precision of about 500 ~tm in z by a running 
average using tracks from several events. Using only 
tracks with either z-chamber or endpoint information and 
constraining them to the event vertex in s -z ,  a polar 
angle resolution of better than 1 mrad in the barrel region 
and 2.7 mrad in the endcap region is achieved. 
Multihadronic decays of the Z 0 are selected by placing 
requirements on the number of charged tracks and the 
amount of energy deposited in the calorimeter, as de- 
scribed in [7]. After requiring that the detector was func- 
tioning properly in the periods under investigation a total 
of 1 254 353 events are selected between 1990 and 1992. 
3 Selection of D*  candidates 
The D * mesons are identified via their decay D *+ -*D%r + 
followed by one of the following D o decays: 
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i) D~ ~ K- re  + "3-prong" 
ii) D~ ~ K - re + rc ~ "satellite" (where the ~r ~ 
is not reconstructed) 
iii) D~ 7r+rc-Tr + "5-prong". 
Tracks forming a D * candidate are required to be in the 
same hemisphere with respect to the thrust axis. The thrust 
here is calculated from charged tracks and unassociated 
neutral clusters. Two out of the three tracks forming a 
D* candidate in the 3-prong and the satellite channels, 
and all tracks in the 5-prong channel are required to have 
either a z-chamber match or an endpoint measurement. 
In addition tracks have to pass the following quality cuts: 
9 ]d0] < 5 ram, where d o is the distance of closest ap- 
proach between the track and the event vertex in the r - q~ 
plane; 
9 [z01 < 20 cm, with Zo being the distance of closest ap- 
proach between the track and the event vertex in the z- 
coordinate; 
9 Pt > 250 MeV/c; 
9 more than 40 hits in the jet chamber. 
For all three channels the selection of D * candidates i
performed in a very similar way. A number of tracks 
corresponding to the charged multiplicity in the selected 
D o decay are combined, with the assumption that one is 
a kaon and the others are pions. The total charge of the 
tracks has to add up to zero. The invariant mass, 
M~) and, of this combination is calculated. If it lies within 
a specified window, the combination is retained as a D o 
candidate. Another track, the slow pion, with pion mass 
assumed and a charge opposite to the charge of the kaon 
candidate track, is combined with the D o candidate, and 
its mass is calculated. The combination is considered a
D* candidate if the mass difference between this mass 
and the D o candidate mass is within certain limits. 
4- canal The iV-D0 mass window used for the 3-prong and 5- 
prong samples is: 
9 1790 MeV/c 2 < Mz~ na < 1940 MeV/c 2. 
For the satellite channel the ~0 is not reconstructed and 
therefore is not included in the invariant mass calculation 
which yields a second peak in the Mz~ and distribution 
around M~and~ 1600 MeV/c 2 (Fig. 1). A number of dif- 
ferent decay modes contribute to this channel, with the 
dominant mode being D~ - p + with p + -* re + re0. The 
width of this peak is about twice as large as that in the 
3-prong channel. Candidates in this satellite channel are 
selected by requiring 
9 1410 MeV/c < M~ nd < 1770 MeV/c 2. 
At low values of XD.=2.ED. /E  . . . .  where ED.  is the 
energy of the D* meson, and Eom ~ the centre of mass 
energy, the combinatorial background becomes increas- 
ingly important. To enhance the signal to background 
ratio, only D * candidates with x D. > 0.2 are used for 3- 
prong and satellite decays, while x D. > 0.5 is required of 
5-prong candidates. A further large suppression of the 
background is achieved by exploiting the isotropic decay 
distribution of the D o in its rest frame. The distribution 
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Fig. 1. Spectrum of the invariant K~ mass ,  Mz~ nd. Clearly seen is 
the satellite nhancement below the nominal MD0 mass mostly due 
to the decay D~ -,  and the subsequent decay p+--*~+Tr ~ 
No attempt has been made to reconstruct the ~0 It should be noted 
that not all of the candidates referred to as satellite candidates in 
the text are visible on this plot. For a detailed iscussion see Sect. 3 
of cos (0"), where 0* is the angle between the direction 
of the K in the rest frame of the D o candidate and the 
direction of the D o candidate in the laboratory frame, is 
expected to be flat for a D o decay. Background events 
show pronounced peaks at cos (0* )= _+ 1. Events are 
selected if 
9 [cos (0")] < 0.8 for the 3-prong and satellite channel 
for 0.2 < XD. < 0.5; 
9 I COS (0")1 < 0.9 for the 3-prong and satellite channel 
for xD. > 0.5; 
9 cos (0" )> -0 .9  for the 5-prong channel. 
In the 5-prong sample it frequently arises that several 
candidates per event pass the above cuts. To avoid double 
counting of events and, at the same time, to further educe 
the background, only the D* candidate whose recon- 
structed M~ "d is closest o the true D o mass of 1.8645 GeV 
is retained. It has been checked using wrong-charge back- 
ground combinations that this method does not produce 
any biases in the AM= Mz~ and-  Mz~ and distribution. In 
particular no spurious peak around AM= 145 MeV/c a 
has been observed, which would influence the back- 
ground determination described below. 
The value of AM is required to lie in the range 
9 142 MeV/c  2 < AM < 149 MeV/c 2 for the 3-prong and 
the 5-prong decay, 
9 141 MeV/c 2 < AM< 151MeV/c 2 for the satellite 
sample. 
The AM spectra are shown in Fig. 2. 
Additional complications arise in the case of the 
satellite and the 5-prong channels. Both samples contain 
a significant number of candidates where the decay of 
the D o is only partially reconstructed. Either some decay 
products are missed completely, as is the case with the 
I . . . .  I ' ' ' 
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Fig. 2a-c. Spectrum of o~a o~d M~, -M~0 a for the 3-prong for 
x D. > 0.2, b the satellite for xD, > 0.2 and c the 5-prong decay for 
xD, > 0.5. The histograms how the signal sample, the points the 
background istributions obtained with the slow pion reflection 
method as described in the text. The broadening of the peak due 
to partially reconstructed D O mesons is dearly seen in the satellite 
and in the 5-prong sample. The solid line in c indicates the spectrum 
for background plus partially reconstructed D o decays, as predicted 
by the Monte Carlo. This class of candidates i absent in the 3- 
prong sample 
re ~ in the satellite channel or for other higher multiplicity 
decay modes of the D o , or wrong tracks are combined 
with correct ones and the candidate passes the selection 
cuts. A significant fraction of this class of events is still 
associated with the correct slow pion candidate track. 
These events have to be considered signal for the asym- 
metry measurement, because the charge correlation be- 
tween the slow pion and the D * remains intact. They are 
responsible for a broad peak in the A M spectrum shown 
in Fig. 2c. This enhancement means it is still possible to 
count the number of such events, as described in the 
following section. For partially reconstructed D o candi- 
dates with a wrongly associated slow pion candidate track, 
the charge correlation between the D * and the slow pion 
is broken and, in addition, no enhancement is present in 
the d M spectrum. These events are correctly accounted 
for as background events. 
In the subsequent analysis the scaled energy, x D., is 
used to separate the contributions from b{) and cO events 
to the observed asymmetry of events containing a D *. I f  
the D o is not fully reconstructed, the x~. calculated from 
the sum of the candidate tracks is not correct. For the 
signal events, however, the slow pion is identified cor- 
rectly and the information from the slow pion candidate 
can be used to estimate xD.. Its momentum in the labo- 
ratory frame carries most of the information about the 
D* momentum itself. Assuming that the slow pion is 
produced at rest, its momentum is related to the D * mo- 
mentum by pD.=p~,s 'MD. /m~.  Taking the small mo- 
mentum of the ~r in the D * rest frame into account his 
equation is modified to: 
MD* (2) 
PD* = PlI~" V(m~ + (pff)2) + p~/ f l  
Here the subscript zc refers to the slow pion, the super- 
script R to momenta in the D * rest frame, fl to the ve- 
locity of the D *, and the subscript [] to the momentum 
component parallel to the D * direction. Since the latter 
is not correctly known in partially reconstructed decays, 
(2) can be only approximately evaluated. Setting p II ~ = P~ 
and p = 1 introduces a very small error. More substantial 
R uncertainties are caused by estimating P lI~, which can 
vary between - 40 MeV/c and § 40 MeV/c. Setting it 
to zero introduces an error with a roughly rectangular 
distribution of the approximate 2 D, around the true XD* 
value with a variance of 16%. To evaluate the reliability 
of this method and to obtain its resolution function, 
E(xz,., 2 D.), it has been applied to fully reconstructed 3- 
prong candidates. The correct x D. value obtained from 
the sum of the momenta of the three tracks was compared 
with the 2D* obtained with the approximate method out- 
lined above. No systematic shifts were observed. 
4 Determination of the background 
The dominant source of background to the D * signal is 
random combinations of tracks satisfying the mass cuts 
on MDO and AM. The background shape is determined 
using a hemisphere mixing technique. A Krc candidate is 
selected using the same cuts as before with the exception 
that two charge combinations are allowed. The charges 
of the candidate tracks have to add up to zero or to _ 2, 
with the additional constraint that the total charge of all 
pion candidates has to be • 1. To complete the back- 
ground combination the slow z~ candidate track is taken 
from the opposite hemisphere. Its charge is chosen such 
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that the total charge of the combination is __ 1. This track 
is reflected about the origin to bring it into the same 
hemisphere as the D O candidate, and the invariant mass 
of this combination iscalculated. This hemisphere mixing 
method ensures that the background sample is free of the 
correlations between the slow pion and the D o tracks 
which lead to the peak in the A M spectrum. The back- 
ground sample is normalized to yield the same number 
of candidates as the signal sample for 180MeV/c 2
< AM < 200 MeV/c 2. 
In Fig. 2a-c the signal and background istributions 
are shown for the three decay channels investigated. 
Whereas there is a clear peak for the 3-prong decay (a), 
both the satellite and the 5-prong decays exhibit broad 
shoulders around the expected AM for the signal. This 
broadening is due to the inclusion of partially recon- 
structed D o decays. This is most clearly seen in Fig. 2c. 
Here the Monte Carlo prediction of the expected en- 
hancement from partially reconstructed decays over the 
background is shown for comparison. The broad peak 
underneath the narrow AM peak expected from fully re- 
constructed D* decays is well described in the Monte 
Carlo. Furthermore detailed Monte Carlo studies show 
that the distribution and the rate of the background in 
the signal region is accurately described by this method 
of using a reflected slow pion. 
In the 3-prong and satellite samples, the number of 
background events under the signal is determined by a 
fit of a function a . (AM-M~)  b to the AM distribution 
of the background sample with a and b as free parameters 
in the fit, and by integrating this function over the AM 
range selected. In the 5-prong sample, this function does 
not describe the shape of the background. The number 
of background events is determined by simply counting 
the number of candidates in the normalized background 
distribution for the selected AM range. The number of 
D * mesons is found by subtracting the number of back- 
ground events from the total number of candidates. 
In Table 1 the numbers of events are listed as a func- 
tion of XD*. The numbers of signal and background events 
are shown, determined for candidates selected in all three 
decay modes, integrated over all centre of mass energy 
points around M z.  In total 6507__+ 147 D* mesons are 
identified. Of these 538 __ 39 are collected at energies off 
the peak of the Z o resonance. 
Table 1. Numbers of D * mesons in the three channels D*~(Kzc)re, D *~(KTr~r ~z~ and D *--*(KTr~rrr)~r for all centre of mass energies. 
The background error includes the uncertainty in the extrapolation of the background under the signal peak and systematic effects. The 
error on Nz~ b~ is obs 2_  obs obs obs 2 (~N;,) -W~. +W~o~ +AN~ 
X D * D *~(Kn) ~ D *+(Klr zc ~ n D *~(Knzczr) 
N~U: ~og N~b~ ~o~ N~U: ~VuO~s 
0.2-0.3 405 • 39 727 -- 20 1202 • 87 3516 • 53 - - 
0.3-0.4 303-+27 290• ll 897___ 58 1363• - - 
0.4-0.5 281 +21 116• 8 661+ 41 544__+21 - - 
0.5-0.6 308--21 73+ 7 660__+ 42 616__+22 398_____42 655__+26 
0.6-0.7 197• 16 30+ 4 416__+ 28 212_ 13 230_+25 202__+ 14 
0.7-0.8 124__+12 11-+ 3 130-+ 15 62+ 7 134-+15 44_+ 6 
0.8-1.0 56• 8 5+ 2 41_+ 10 30• 4 64+10 18+ 4 
1674 + 60 1252 • 26 4007 4- 124 6343 + 71 826 + 52 919 + 30 
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5 Measurement of the c~D * fragmentation function 
In order to separate the contributions to the D * asym- 
metry from charm and bottom quarks, the D * fragmen- 
tation parameters must be known. The measurement pre- 
sented in [4] is extended to include all data collected 
between 1990 and 1992, at all centre of mass energies. 
Since an accurate efficiency and XD. determination is
necessary, only D * candidates found in the 3-prong chan- 
nel are used in this part of the analysis. The requirements 
on the signal to noise ratio are more stringent than in the 
asymmetry measurement. Therefore, in addition to the 
cuts presented in Sect. 3, the particle identification power 
of the OPAL detector is used to help in identifying the 
kaon [8]. For xo.  < 0.5 the measured rate of energy loss 
in the jet chamber, dE/dx, of a kaon candidate track has 
to agree with the value expected for a kaon with a prob- 
ability of more than 0.1. 
D * mesons produced in Z o decays originate primarily 
from c? and bb events. Some contribution is expected 
from gluon splitting, g---~ c6, occurring mostly at low x D.. 
However, because of the large gluon mass required, these 
contributions should be very small. The JETSET model 
[9] indicates that less than 1% of D* mesons with 
x D. > 0.2 originate from this source. Therefore this source 
will be neglected. 
The c quark fragmentation parameters are determined 
by a fit to the XD* distribution of 2660 3-prong candidates 
satisfying the dE /dx  requirements described above, of 
which 1608 +_ 58 are signal, using an unbinned generalized 
maximum-likelihood fit [11]. The likelihood function is 
defined as 
_ Nne -N 
log .L~ = tog n i 
n 
+ ~, log {(2. [F b 9 Pb (D *-*nKn). d;~ o . (x i) 
i= l  
+ F~. P~ (D *~ nKn). dc_.D. (x~)] + b (xz))}, (3) 
where the sum goes over all candidate vents, and 
9 N is the total number of candidates expected and de- 
pends on the current set of parameters, and n is the num- 
ber of candidates actually observed. The first term in the 
likelihood function, the Poisson term, is included to in- 
crease the sensitivity of the fit to the rate. 
9 P~ is the ratio of the partial width, FZO~q~, to the total 
hadronic width, Fzo~h~ d .... of the Z~ 
9 Pq (D *~ nKn) is the product branching ratio for a D * 
meson to be produced from a quark q and to decay into 
the channel D*~D~ Pq(D*-+nKn)= 
BR (q--* D *X). BR (D *--,DOn) 9 BR ( D~ Kn). 
9 d/,~D,(XD, ) is a function describing the shape of the 
xbo D , distribution. An empirical parametrization is used 
[4], with 
d[~_D.(XD.)= A.exp ( - - (Xu  B)2) 
9 (1+ D +E.x2 +F.X3D.), (4) 
\ XD * 
and the parameters A to F determined from Monte Carlo 
and other experiments as described below; 
9 The xc~ D. distribution is parametrized with a function 
of the Peterson shape [10]: 
dc~D. (x~. )oc  ~. .  1 . . . .  ; 
X D . 1 X D * 
(5) 
9 b (x D.) is the background as a function of xD.. The 
function is determined by fitting the observed number of 
background events with a function e.  exp ( - fix o,), with 
and B free parameters, eparately for xD. < 0.5 and 
XD. > 0.5, and then dividing this function by the effi- 
ciency e3pr for identifying a D * meson. 
In this fit, the two parameters Fc.Pc(D*---,nKn ) and 
e o* are allowed to vary freely. For the final result, the 
fragmentation parameter ~ D* is translated into (xc~ o , ) .  
The contribution from b quarks to the XD* distribution 
is kept fixed in the fit. The fragmentation of b-quarks is 
assumed to be described by the Peterson form [10] with 
Eb=0.0055_0.0018,  as measured from the spectra of 
leptons in b-decays at LEP [12]. The JETSET Monte 
Carlo model [9] is used to calculate the resulting shape 
of the D* momentum spectrum. The rate of D * pro- 
duction from b-hadron decay is determined from 
lower energy measurements [13, 14] and some simple 
modelling of the B s contribution [4] (see below). Together 
with the recent OPAL measurement of Fb=0.221 
+0.008 (stat. + sys.) [15] a value Fb.Pb(D*~nKn ) = 
(1.17 +__0.16)-10 -3 is found. 
In Table 2 the systematic errors pertinent to the frag- 
mentation fit are listed. The error in the background e- 
termination has been estimated by comparing different 
methods of measuring the background as described in 
[4]. Uncertainties due to detector effects and selection 
criteria are included in this error. The efficiency for re- 
constructing a D * has been calculated using Monte Carlo 
events which were passed through a complete simulation 
of the OPAL detector [9, 16, 17]. About 52000 fully 
simulated D* 3-prong decays were used. No significant 
variation in the efficiency with x D, below and above 0.5 
Table 2. Changes in the fit results due to variations in the efficiency 
and background (above) and the contribution from b quarks (be- 
low) 
Error source A (F c. Pr *~nKn)) A ((XD*)) 
Systematic error specific to the fragmentation function fit 
Background 0.07.10- 3
Efficiency 0.05-10- 3
Final error assigned 0.09-10  -3  
Systematic error from b~D * 
eb 0.04.10 -3 
Fb" Pb(D *--,nKn) 0.12.10 -3 
F (4 S) shape 0.02-  10 -3  
Final error assigned 0.13-10 -3 
0.010 
0.004 
0.011 
0.002 
0.008 
0.009 
0.013 
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Fig. 3. Observed yield o fD  * mesons normalized to the total number 
of multihadronic events, as a function of x~,. The solid line is the 
result of the unbinne_d log-likelihood fit. The dashed line shows the 
c?, the dotted the bb contribution. The errors shown are statistical 
only 
was observed. For xD,< 0.5 the efficiency is e3pr = 
0.302 • 0.003, and for x D. > 0.5 e3p r = 0.338 _+ 0.004. 
The increase is due to the loosening of the cuts on cos (0 *) 
and dE/dx  for the kaon candidate track when x D. > 0.5. 
An overall relative error of 3 % has been assigned to the 
efficiency to allow for possible misrepresentations of the 
data by the Monte Carlo simulation. 
The influence of the fixed b-fragmentation function 
on the results has been investigated by varying the input 
parameters within their errors. The modelling of the de- 
cay of B mesons into D* mesons has been checked by 
boosting the Xb_~ D. distribution into the b rest frame and 
comparing its shape with measurements at the Y(4S) 
[18, 19]. Good agreement with the data is found. The 
error assigned to this source corresponds to the statistical 
error of this comparison. 
The observed yield of D * mesons as a function of x D , 
corrected for efficiency together with the fit results is 
shown in Fig. 3. The final results, including all systematic 
errors, are 
F~. P~ (D *~ ~K~) = (1.17 • 0.07 + 0.09 + 0.13). 10 -3 , 
(X~D. )  = 0.496 + 0.011 + 0.011 _+ 0.013, 
where the errors quoted are the statistical error, the sys- 
tematic error specific to this analysis and the systematic 
error due to external sources, mainly the contribution 
from b-decays. 
6 Measurement of the asymmetry 
The forward-backward asymmetry is defined as 
ida  ~y dy_  i do" 
0 --1 ~y-y dy 
A~B-- ida  o do. ' 
0 dY-Y dY+ --ll ~yydy 
(6) 
where y is the cosine of the polar angle of the outgoing 
fermion with respect o the incoming fermion. In events 
containing a D*, the direction y is well described by 
y= q.cos (0thrust), where q is the charge of the D* and 
0thrus~ is the angle of the thrust axis with respect o the 
beam. The sign of the thrust axis is chosen such that the 
scalar product of the thrust axis with the D * direction is 
positive. In the Born approximation the differential cross 
section for the reaction e + e + ~q4 is proportional to [1] 
da  8 q --OC 1 4- y2-r-~AFB, y. (7) 
dy 
Higher order electroweak and strong corrections can in 
principle change this shape. Their effect however is ex- 
pected to be very small. 
An unbinned maximum likelihood fit [11] is used to 
extract he asymmetries. The likelihood function has the 
general form 
n 
l og2=~,  log(P.c~(y~).(l+ y~ 8 q + xAFB" y~)). (8) 
i=l  
Here P is a normalization factor, and ~ (y) the acceptance 
as a function of y. The parameter to be determined in 
the fit is Aqs. The acceptance is assumed to be inde- 
pendent of the D * charge, and is therefore an even func- 
tion of y. The only AFqB dependent term is an odd function 
of y. As a result, the normalization and acceptance are 
both independent of AqB leading to a constant erm in 
the sum over all candidates, which does not influence the 
maximization. The consequences of this assumption will 
be discussed further in the next section on the determi- 
nation of the systematic errors. 
The explicit form of the likelihood function used for 
maximization is
log c f  = log ~bCP3p r ~- log ~at  + log "~5pr ' (9) 
Each of the terms has the form 
n 
l og2= ~, l~ + Yi2--8--D*'b• B .yi), 
i= l  
9 (1 +  *'cAFB 9 y J" 
+ (1 + (10) 
where the sum goes over all n D* candidate events, 
AD*,b and AD*,c FB "'FB are the asymmetries seen in the D* 
tagged bb and ca events respectively. The background is
assumed to have no asymmetry. Events with more than 
one D* candidate are only counted once. If within one 
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event candidates are found in more than one channel, a 
3-prong candidate is chosen over a satellite candidate, 
which in turn is preferred over a 5-prong candidate. In 
the 3-prong decay Pb, P~, Pbck are defined as 
ND obs 
9 (x~, . )  
Pb (xD*) - -  NtOt (x D .)  
L~.(x~,.) 
9 fboD*(XD*) + f~-*D*(XD*) '
ND obs 9 (XD*) 
P~ (XD.) -- NtOt (XD.) (1 1) 
L~.(x~.) 
"A-~D. (x~.) + L~..(x~.) ' 
obs  N~o~ (xo.) 
Pu~k (XD*) -- NtOt (x D.) , 
where Nz] b~ are the observed number of D* mesons, 
Nb~ ~ the observed number of background events, both 
as given in Table 1, and ~rtot_  ~robs Afobs 
~,  - - s ,  D *  -~ ~'  bck  " The func- 
tions f are defined in terms of the functions introduced 
in Sect. 5: fq~D* (XD*) = Fq Pq (D *~ rcK2~) dq~D* (XD *). 
In the satellite and 5-prong channels the fq~D* (XD*) are 
replaced by a folding integral 
7(XD *) = l f (XD *) E(XD., 2D.) dXD., (12) 
since s is determined using the approximation de- 
scribed in Sect. 3. The function E(XD., 2D. ) describes the 
resolution function for this method, accounting for the 
additional smearing introduced. 
Two separate measurements are made, a one param- 
eter fit to determine A~B, and a two parameter fit to 
measure both A[B and A~B. 
For the one parameter fit AbB is taken from the mea- 
surement using semileptonic b-decays [2]. This asym- 
metry, AFb5 mi~= (0.0701 +--0.0827.A~B ) is first corrected 
for the effective mixing at LEP with X~= 0.119 +- 0.012 
[20] to obtain A~.  Then the effective D * asymmetry is
calculated correcting for the mixing in the neutral B mes- 
ons, 
ADf'b=A~ BR(b__~D,• 
.{p,.BR(B,~D*+-X) 
+ Pal" BR (Ba~ D * + X). (1 - 2 Zd) 
+ p~- BR (B~-*D*• (1 -- 2X~)}/ 
. J  
9 ( l  - -  2 ~o*) .  (13)  
The pq are the relative fractions to pull a quark of flavour 
q from the sea. The values used are p, = Pa = 0.40 __+ 0.05, 
p~=0.13+0.05 [21]. The :g~,)~a give the mixing proba- 
bility for strange and down type B mesons, respectively. 
Other processes resulting in D* mesons with the wrong 
sign have been allowed for by including the term 
(1 - 2 ~D *)" 
The values for the branching ratios BR (B.,d*D *+X) 
and BR(B,~D*+X) used in [4] have been updated 
to reflect some recently published measurements, 
BR(B,,d~D*• [13]. The B u and B d 
mesons are assumed to be produced in equal numbers. 
The, as yet unmeasured, branching ratio BR (Bs--,D *iX) 
has been estimated as in [4] to be BR(Bs--*D*:~X)= 
0.095+_0.046. Furthermore it is assumed that 
BR (B~--*D*• = BR (B,~D*• which is justfied 
from Monte Carlo modeling. The mixing parameter in 
the Bd system has been measured by ARGUS and CLEO 
to be Xd = 0.161 +_ 0.026 [22, 23]. For this value of Xd the 
average BB mixing measurement by OPAL [12] is com- 
patible with the theoretical expectation of almost maxi- 
mal mixing, In this analysis a value of) G = 0.5 is assumed 
and allowed to vary from )G = 0.24 to X, = 0.5. Another 
process contributing D* mesons with the "wrong" signs 
is the decay b- ,  c W, W~ 6s, with the D * formed from 
the 5. Its branching ratio BR (B~D*-X) is expected to 
be at most 1% [24]. Therefore avalue (D*-- 0.025 ___ 0.025 
is assumed. The final value used for AFb5 D* in the one 
parameter fit is A~D*=0.064_ 0.015. 
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Fig. 4a, b. a The q. cos (0theft) distribution of all D * candidates 
events found on the peak of the Z ~ resonance, b The q-cos (0th=s~) 
distribution for all peak candidate vents (points) after correcting 
for the acceptance. The errors on the points include the errors due 
to this correction. As discussed in the text, the acceptance is not 
used in the maximum likelihood fit, and has been introduced for 
demonstration purposes only. Superimposed are the result of the 
maximum likelihood fit (solid line) and the expectation for no asym- 
metry in D* tagged events (dashed line) 
The q-cos(0~h~u~) distribution for all candidates is 
shown in Fig. 4. In this figure, an acceptance correction 
derived from Monte Carlo has been applied to allow for 
a better comparison between the q. cos (0theft) distribu- 
tion of the data and the fit result. It should be noted that 
this aceptance is not used in the fit. 
The sample collected on the peak of the Z ~ resonance 
has been fitted to extract A~s. The result of the one 
parameter fit is 
A;B----- 0.052 _+ 0.028 (stat.) for xD, > 0.2. 
The c-purity of the signal in this sample is 55%. Restrict- 
ing xo,  to be larger than 0.5 the c-purity is increased to 
73%. The fit then yields A ; ,  = 0.039 _ 0.034 (stat.). Fit- 
ting for A~B and A~B simultaneously yields 
Age = 0.038 ___ 0.044 (stat.), 
A~a= 0.139 _+ 0.097 (stat.) for xD,> 0.2, 
with a statistical correlation coefficient of -0.741. The 
fits give consistent results. The two parameter fit dem- 
onstrates that the D * measurement is considerably more 
sensitive to the c quark asymmetry than to the b quark 
asymmetry. 
7 Systematic errors 
The basic assumption in the maximum likelihood fit is 
that background and signal can be described by the same 
symmetric acceptance, . If this assumption is not true 
the acceptance has to be introduced explicitly in (10). 
There are no indications in Monte Carlo studies nor in 
the data that this assumption is not justified. Taking the 
worst possible deviation from this assumption compatible 
with the available Monte Carlo statistics, a change in the 
asymmetry of less than 0.005 is found. An error of 0.005 
is therefore assigned to cover this source. 
Another potentially important source of systematic 
error is a possible asymmetry in the background or a 
deviation from the assumed 1 + y2 form. This has been 
checked by selecting background D * candidates from a 
mass band above the A M mass window and background 
candidates found with a reflected slow pion, and inves- 
tigating their q-cos (0thrust) distribution. No evidence for 
an asymmetry or a deviation from the assumed form has 
been found. The background asymmetry is found to be 
less than 0.005. Assuming a background asymmetry of 
0.005 leads to a shift in the c-asymmetry of 0.006, which 
is assigned as the error due to this source. 
The approximate determination of x D. in the satellite 
and 5-prong channels introduces an additional source of 
error by smearing the xD, distribution. This has been 
investigated by repeating the 3-prong analysis with x D. 
redetermined using only information from the slow pion. 
This allows a direct comparison between the true x D,, as 
available in the 3-prong decay, and the corrected xD, used 
in the other two channels. No significant change in the 
result has been observed and the deviation compatible 
with this leads to a systematic error of 0.002. 
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Table 3. List of the systematic errors contributing to the measured 
asymmetry of the process e+e--,c& In the second column, the 
errors for the one parameter fit are listed, in the third and fourth 
the errors from the two parameter fit. Here the signs of the errors 
indicate the relative direction in which the asymmetries change for 
the particular systematic error source 
Systematic error source A (A}B) A (A}~) A (AbF,) 
Same acceptance for background 
and signal 0.005 + 0.005 + 0.005 
Background etermination 0.004 + 0.007 + 0.020 
Background asymmetry 0.006 + 0.002 + 0.029 
Detector effects 0.002 + 0.002 + 0.006 
Uncertainty in x o. scale 0.001 + 0.002 + 0.006 
e b 0.001 + 0.001 + 0.001 
Fb.P b 0.001 +0.001 -0.009 
e ~ 0.001 + 0.001 - 0.002 
F~. Pc 0.001 + 0.001 + 0.001 
~D* 0.002 + 0.000 + 0.009 
bb asymmetry 0.006 N/A N/A 
Effective B/} mixing in D* events 0.005 § 0.000 § 0.030 
Thrust instead of quark direction 0.001 + 0.001 + 0.001 
Total 0.012 0.010 0.049 
The error due to the determination of the background 
has been investigated by varying the background numbers 
within their errors listed in Table 1. In addition, the back- 
ground has been redetermined using a counting method 
for all channels instead of just for the 5-prong channel. 
The final systematic error assigned due to background 
determination takes both effects into account. 
An important input for the asymmetry calculation is 
the b to c ratio in the D * spectrum as a function of x D ,, 
as determined in Sect. 5. The systematic errors for this 
were also discussed in there. Their influence on the final 
asymmetry has been investigated by varying the different 
parameters within their errors. 
The error in the one parameter fit due to the asym- 
metry from bb events has been estimated in the same 
manner by varying ~FBA D*,b within the quoted errors. 
As mentioned previously, the thrust axis has been used 
to estimate the direction of the primary quark. As in [2] 
an error of 0.001 has been assigned to the asymmetry due 
to this approximation. 
A list of the contributions to the systematic error can 
be found in Table 3. Also shown are the errors of the two 
parameter fit with both asymmetries as free parameters. 
They have been determined in an analogous manner to 
those for the one parameter fit. 
To study the stability of the result a number of con- 
sistency checks have been performed. The sample has 
been subdivided according to the year in which data were 
taken and the decay channel. The cuts used for identifying 
D* mesons have been varied around their standard 
values. All changes observed in the results are compatible 
with the statistical error. 
8 Energy dependence of the asymmetry 
To investigate the energy dependence of the asymmetry 
in the process e+e + ~c6,  the selection of D * candidates 
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and the fit have been repeated at centre of mass energies 
below and above Mzo.  Only data from 1990/1991 are 
available with energies off the Z o peak. Below the peak, 
489 D* candidate events containing 220_+25 signals 
events are found in the three decay modes investigated 
at an average centre of mass energy of 89.75 GeV. Above 
the peak 691 candidate vents containing 318_ 30 signal 
events are identified at an average centre of mass energy 
of 92.64 GeV. 
Over the range of energies covered, for a Higgs mass 
of 300 GeV/c 2 and a top mass of 130 GeV/c 2, the asym- 
metry of the process e+e - --*bb is expected to vary from 
0.025 at 88.48 GeV to 0.116 at 93.72 GeV [25]. This pre- 
dicted energy dependence, together with the measured 
value of AFbO at 91.2 GeV, has been used to calculate the 
energy dependence of the asymmetry of D * mesons from 
the decay of b quarks. 
The results of the fits are: 
c __ _ , AFB - -  -- 0.14 + 0.14 (stat.) 
88.4 GeV < Ecru s< 90.3 GeV, 
A~B= 0.18 _+ 0.12 (stat.) ,
91.9 GeV < Eo~ < 93.8 GeV. 
In Fig. 5 the measured asymmetries are plotted versus the 
energy. Also shown is the prediction of ZF ITTER [25] 
for a top mass of 130 GeV/c 2 and a Higgs boson mass 
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Fig. 5. Forward-backward asymmetry of the process e+e - ~c6  as 
a function of the centre of mass energy. The closed points are the 
measured asymmetries from the D * analysis. The open point is the 
on-peak measurement after combination with the result from the 
lepton analysis. Errors shown are statistical only. The predictions 
from ZFITTER for top mass of 130 GeV/c 2 and a Higgs boson 
mass of 300 GeV/c 2 (solid line) are superimposed. The dashed 
lines indicate the range of A~,, when the top mass changes from 
80 GeV/c 2 to 250 GeV/c 2 
of 300 GeV/c 2. The dashed lines indicate the range of 
A~B, when the top mass changes from 80 GeV/c 2 to 
250 GeV/c 2. The same systematic errors as discussed in 
Sect. 7 apply to these measurements. In addition, the 
energy dependence of the asymmetry of the process 
e+e - --*bb introduces a source of error. The variation of 
A~B with energy has been taken from ZFITTER predic- 
tions. To estimate its influence on the result, its value 
was varied by _ 0.030, corresponding to half the total 
predicted change of AFbB. The observed variation in 
A~B is found to be less than 0.015. In principle the pro- 
duction rate of D * mesons at energies off the peak has 
to be redetermined. However, as long as the relative pro- 
duction of D* from c to D* from b and the level of 
background oes not change the result of the asymmetry 
fit is not affected. This c /b  ratio has been investigated as 
a function of energy with the ZFITTER package. It 
changes by 7.5% between on peak energies and the ex- 
treme off peak energies. This introduces an additional 
uncertainty in the normalizations of the D* production 
rates from b and c. Introducing this uncertainty into the 
fit results in an error of _+ 0.010 for the asymmetries at 
the off peak points. A total systematic error of 0.03 has 
been assigned to the off peak points. 
9 A combined determination of A~B 
and A~s using D * mesons and leptons 
In a recent publication [2] the OPAL collaboration has 
published a simultaneous measurement of A~s and Abe 
using prompt, energetic leptons in Z ~ decays. The results 
obtained from that analysis are: 
A~B = 0.014 -4- 0.030 (stat.) • 0.020 (sys.), 
A~ = 0.092 _ 0.018 (stat.) ___ 0.007 (sys.) + 0.003 (mix.), 
with a statistical correlation coefficient of + 0.29. The 
third error on A~ is the systematic error associated with 
B/} mixing. 
It should be noted that the leptons from charm and 
bottom quarks are oppositely charged, but the D* from 
the two quarks have the same charge, implying that the 
correlation of the charm and bottom asymmetries i
positive for leptons and negative for D*. This suggests 
that a combination of the two measurements could lead 
to a significant reduction in the correlation coefficient 
and the error. 
Both measurements are combined taking into account 
the statistical and systematic errors listed in Table 4. The 
different errors have been split into correlated and un- 
correlated errors. The )~2 to  be minimized is defined by 
X2 =AAFTB' (~) I 'AAFB,  (14) 
where AArB is the vector ~Ac, l _~c  ~b, t_~b k~XFB ~FB,  ~FB ~FB,  
At, D* ~ 4b, D* ~b ~and(~) is thecovar iancema-  
FB - -  ~FB~ "~FB - -  ~FB]  
trix. Its elements are given in Table 5. They have been 
calculated using correlation coefficients for both analyses 
Table 4. List of systematic errors for the combined lepton-D *anal- 
ysis 
Error source AA)~ AA~B 
Uncorrelated errors 
Lepton analysis 
Lepton ID 0.016 0.0024 
Lepton branchings 0.007 0.0019 
Detector effects 0.003 0.0016 
Total error lepton 0.018 0.0035 
D * analysis 
Background 0.009 0.036 
x D. scale 0.002 0.006 
Detector effects 0.002 0.006 
~D. 0.000 0.009 
Total error D* 0.008 0.038 
Correlated errors 
Lepton analysis 
b-e fragmentation 0.007 0.0023 
B/} mixing 0.000 0.0060 
D * analysis 
b-c fragmentation 0.003 0.010 
B/} mixing 0.000 0.032 
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Fig. 6. Error ellipses for the asymmetries using prompt leptons, D * 
mesons and the combined analysis. Shown are the la contours 
corresponding to a 37% confidence contour, for the total errors, 
including statistical nd systematic errors. The stars indicate the 
central values. The predicition of the Standard Model with a top 
mass between 80 GeV/c 2 and 250 GeV/c 2 is also shown. A variation 
of the Higgs boson mass between 50 and 1000 GeV/c 2 makes no 
visible difference 
Table 5. Covariance matrix for the combination of the lepton and 
the D* asymmetry measurement i cluding all statistical nd sys- 
tematic errors 
A~ A~ A~g* A~ff* 
A~ 0.001303 0 .00018 0.000021 0.000235 
A~ 0.00038 0.000019 0.000214 
A~g* 0.002116 -0.003055 
A~2* 0.01181 
which include systematic errors. In the lepton analysis 
effects which change the relative fraction of e5 and bb 
events in general ead to a negative correlation between 
Avb8 and A;8, while effects changing the overall fraction 
of prompt leptons lead to a positive correlation. Taking 
this into account a total correlation coefficient of + 0.251 
is found. The correlation coefficient including systematic 
errors for the D * analysis is determined to be -0.623. 
In the calculation of the final error matrix full correlation 
has been assumed for the elements connecting both meas- 
urements. The statistical error of the combination has 
been determined by repeating this minimization after set- 
ting all elements in the convariance matrix correlating 
both measurements to zero and using only the statistical 
errors from the lepton and the D * analysis. 
The result of the combination is illustrated in Fig. 6, 
where the 1 ~ total error ellipses, corresponding to a 37% 
confidence level, for the individual and the combined 
analyses are shown. Systematic errors are included in this 
plot. Also shown is the prediction of the Standard Model 
for top masses in the range between 80 to 250 GeV/c 2. 
Varying the mass of the Higgs boson between 50 to 
1000 GeV/c 2 makes no visible difference. 
The final result of the combination of both measure- 
ments is 
A~, = 0.032 + 0.021 (star.) + 0.015 (sys.), 
AFb, = 0.096 + 0.017 (stat.) + 0.008 (sys.), 
with the correlation coefficient of + 0.15, significantly 
reduced compared to the individual measurements. 
Using the JETSET model and predictions by ZFIT- 
TER corrections are calculated to translate these asym- 
metries into values at the Born level. The corrections are 
~c ,0_~c  +0.013-0.006,  b,0 A FB -= AbF, + 0.008 -- 0.002, ~ F B  - -  ~ F B  
where q,0 AFB are the Born level asymmetries. The first cor- 
rection quoted is due to initial and final state photon 
radiation and QCD effects, the second one is due to the 
difference between the nominal Z ~ mass and the energy 
at which the on-peak data were collected. 
10 Results and summary 
The forward-backward asymmetry of the process 
e+e - --*cO has been measured using 12 832 D * candidate 
events containing 5560 signal events at energies on the 
peak of the Z ~ resonance, which were identified using 
charged D * mesons. The result, obtained after correcting 
for the production of D * mesons from b quarks, is 
A~B = 0.052 ! 0.028 (stat.) _+ 0.012 (sys.), 
91.0 GeV < Ecm s < 91.6 GeV. 
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The average centre of  mass energy of  the events is 
91.28 GeV. Repeat ing the procedure for events below and 
above the Z 0 peak the energy dependence of  the forward- 
backward asymmetry of  the process e+e - --*c6 is inves- 
tigated. The values found are 
A)B = -- 0.14 _+ 0.14 (stat.) _+ 0.03 (sys.),  
88.4 GeV < Eom s < 90.3 GeV,  
A~-B= 0.18 _ 0.12 (s ta t . ) _  0.03 (sys.),  
91.9 GeV < E~ms < 93.8 GeV,  
where the average nergies are 89.75 GeV and 92.64 GeV, 
respectively. These measurements are consistent with the 
predict ions of  the Standard Model  for the energy de- 
pendence of  the asymmetry  of  the process e+e - ~c5  at 
energies around the Z 0 pole. 
Combin ing the results with a measurement of  the c 
and b quark asymmetry using prompt  leptons, a simul- 
taneous determinat ion of  both asymmetries i  performed. 
The correlat ions between the two asymmetries are sig- 
nif icantly reduced. The fol lowing values are found for 
energies on the peak of  the Z ~ resonance: 
A )~ = 0.032 -t- 0.021 (stat.) __+_ 0.015 (sys.) ,  
A~ = 0.096 + 0.017 (stat.) ___ 0.008 (sys.),  
with a correlat ion coefficient of  + 0.15. 
The results are in good agreement with the Standard 
Model  predict ions ofA~- B = 0.054 and Abv~ = 0.094, which 
were obtained using the program ZF ITTER [25] at a 
centre of  mass energy of  91.2 GeV, assuming a top mass 
of  130 GeV/c  2 and a Higgs boson mass of  300 GeV/c< 
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